CMT Celebrates Ten Years
Copper Mountain Technologies (CMT) pioneered metrology-grade USB VNA and celebrates ten years of engineer-focused solutions with excellent customer value. Thanks for letting us share in your success. Copper Mountain Technologies
http://bit.ly/3aUUQn4

Satcom RF Calculator in App
Need an easy-to-use Satcom RF calculator? Download the CPI mobile app for the latest frequency databases and support at your fingertips. Search for "CPI Satcom" in the Play Store or the App Store.
CPI
www.cpi.com

New Radar Test Benches for OTA Testing
Senior Manager of Autonomous Driving Systems for Giesecke +StateChanged about using radar test benches for OTA testing in this episode of the SWA's Learning Lab podcast.
http://bit.ly/3eQyQSY

Gain Equalizers by APITech
APITech has over 2,500 active gain equalizer designs, and more than 300 customer applications. Used in communication, military, aerospace, military aircraft, and EW applications.
APITech
https://youtube.be/x_y3svBMmTQ

Balancing Performance with Compact Quadrature Hybrid Couplers
Quadrature hybrid couplers' advantage allows the user to build a balanced circuit, essential for ultra wideband and balanced techniques, such as phase shifters, mixers and other key microwave building blocks.

New Website Update
Mikal's new website offers complete solutions for cable assembly, power dividers/combiners, adapters, terminations and other markets.
Mikal
www.mikal.com

Advanced Radome & Antenna Testing Solutions
Maggit Baltimore provides customized NRI, RFI, and materials testing. Range rental bookings are also available. View their new test brochure for more information.
Maggit Baltimore
www.maggitbaltimore.com/antenna-radome-testing

Choosing the Right RF Coaxial Cable Assembly
Selecting the right RF coaxial cable assembly can be a daunting task, especially for users who are looking to purchase products online. This blog post goes beyond the basics to help you find the right cable for your needs more quickly and more easily.
Mini-Circuits

Microsite for SUCOFLEX 570S
SUCOFLEX 570S has added a microsite for their SUCOFLEX 570S. This microsite covers everything for the fully customized and ready-assembled assembly with high precision and excellent accuracy and fast delivery.

30+ Years of In-house Semiconductor Measurement & Characterization Services
They're more than a distributor. Our RF/QA services include evaluating your in-house measurements, solving supply chain challenges, simplifying product sourcing and quality assurance. View their new brochure now.
Richardson RFPD

Spike™ Update Includes Noise Figure Analysis
One of the most useful metrics for RF test engineers, is the noise contributions of an electrical system, as well as the individual electrical components within the system.
Spike